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WE ARE BAREBONES 

OPEN- FIRE COOKING.
NATURE- CENTERED DINING.
TRANSFORMATIVE COMMUNAL EXPERIENCES.

Barebones is about what feeds you. Literally. Figuratively. 
Soulfully. We are about food, nature, and the pull of the 
fire–and we supply the inspiration, goods, and guidance
to help you revel in them. Creating community. Connecting 
with the moment, each other, and the food on your plate.
Forging relationships. Standing in awe. Being transformed. 
Around the fire, under the stars. Join us in creating 
something that changes everything.

SUSTAINABILIT Y THROUGH PACKAGING 
Barebones is committed to eliminating single-use plastics in 
our packaging and master packs. This helps to reduce
our overall carbon footprint, and aligns with our philosophy 
of connecting with nature and community.

Barebones is a purpose-driven organization that leverages 
products, profits, expertise,
and experience to be a force for good. We focus on creating 
long-term, sustainable solutions within our organization, 
our local community, and around the world.



ORIGINS / THE STORY

Barebones has a history steeped in philanthropic work 
and continues to help lift people out of poverty by 
providing essential skills, education, and tools.

The first product ever created by the Barebones team 
was the state-of-the-art emergency shelter, and this 
continues to be one of the primary assets they provide 
to underprivileged communities and disaster recovery 
efforts. With these bare-bone shelters, people in 
countries across the globe are actively receiving the 
protection they desperately need.

Barebones has evolved from its philanthropic roots, 
but continues humanitarian efforts and the “Do Good” 
philosophy it was founded on.

OUR FOUNDER / THE VISION

“When you do good from your heart, magic 
happens, and that goodness comes right back.”

Robert Workman has spent his career finding ways to 
give back: from the early days with his first 
philanthropic endeavour, Tifie, a non-profit that 
helped marginalized individuals meet basic needs, to 
Goal Zero, a company that started as a way to provide 
solar power to groups in the Congo (and now to many 
around the world).

In recent years, Robert has gone back to his 
agricultural roots by creating Barebones and the 
products that help connect people to food, nature, and 
the primal pull of the fire. He’s become more in tune 
with mother nature and finds joy in helping others do 
the same.

SUSTAINABILITY / THE IMPACT

Barebones is a certified B Corporation. We meet the 
highest verified standards of social and environmental 
performance, transparency, and accountability, and 
focus on long term solutions that create a positive 
impact on our employees, our community, and
the world.

Our philosophy on sustainability is ever-evolving: we 
work hard to go above and beyond set goals and 
metrics to reduce waste and minimize environmental 
impact. Our latest aim is to remove all single use 
plastics in our box packaging and master-packs.

GIVING BACK / THE CULTURE

Giving back is a key element of our company culture 
and at the heart of what we do. Employees are given a 
week of time each year to volunteer for a non-profit of 
their choice and volunteer locally at Roots Charter 
High School in Utah.

Barebones believes in empowering communities to 
thrive, both locally and internationally, when 
resources are available. This abundance mindset is 
their “why” behind the generous donation of time, 
energy, knowledge, and products for the benefit of 
communities near and far.



R e l i s h T h e F l a m e
CAST IRON &GRILLS COLLECTION 



Cowboy Fire Pit 
Grill 30"
Item no. CKW-450

FEATURES
● Cowboy Fire Pit Base Includes:

○ (1) Height Adjustable Grilling Grate
○ (1) Overhead Tool Storage and Hanger Bar
○ Fire bowl base – 22,8 cm overall height from 

ground
○ (4) tall legs with adjustment – 91,4 cm overall 

height
● Hand pulled and twisted handles
● Attachment for up to two Side Work Tables
● Solid Steel Construction

SPECIFICATIONS
● Length: 89 cm Handle to handle
● Width: 76 cm | 91 cm with grill grate
● Height: 78,7-91,4 cm | 129,5-142 cm with pole
● 28 kgs

Meet your outdoor cooking match. When you’re ready to 
update your grilling system, the Barebones solid steel 
Cowboy Fire Grill System is the absolute go-to. Designed 
with direct input from Barebones open fire chef partners, 
this modular design allows for multi-use as fire pit, open 
fire grilling, and cooking station. Adjustable grill grate 
gives you choice for the source and distant of heat, 
creating perfect cooking conditions every time. Overhead 
tool storage and hanger bar is an organizers dream with 
additional side table and grill grate available for purchase. 
Fire it up, cook, and feast just about anywhere, and when 
you’re done, break it down for storage. There’s no limit to 
what this grill system can do. 



Item no. CKW-451

Item no. CKW-452

*Side table & second grill grade not included with original Cowboy Fire Pit Grill - 30"

Cowboy Fire Pit
Grill Grate - 30"

Cowboy Fire Pit
Grill Side Table - 30"

SPECIFICATIONS
● 68 x 38 x 4,4 cm

SPECIFICATIONS
● With handle: 76 x 53 x 11 cm
● Without handle: 76 x 40,6 x  11 cm

Item no. CKW-453

Cowboy Fire Pit
Grill Cover - 30"



Cowboy Fire Pt Grill - 23"
Item no. CKW-440

FEATURES
● Designed with direct input from Barebones 

open fire chef partners
● Cowboy Fire Pit Grill - 23" Includes:

○ (1) Height Adjustable Grilling Grate
○ (1) Pole for grill attachment
○ Fire bowl base 

SPECIFICATIONS
● Length: 73,6 cm Handle to handle
● Width: 63,5 | 89 cm with grill grate
● Height: 36 cm | 84 cm with pole
● 13,6 kgs

More compact than our Cowboy Fire Pit Grill -
30" w/ Adjustable Legs, this mini version comes 
with a pole and grill grate for controlled 
temperature cooking. Enjoy as a fire pit or use it 
to cook your next meal, this system works great 
for backyards or can easily be packed for 
camping.



Item no. CKW-441

Item no. CKW-442

*Side table & second grill grade not included with original Cowboy Fire Pit Grill - 30"

Cowboy Fire Pit
Grill Grate - 23"

Cowboy Fire Pit
Grill Side Table - 23"

Item no. CKW-446

Cowboy Fire Pit
Grill Cover - 23"

SPECIFICATIONS
● 55,2 x 31,8 x 2,5 cm 

SPECIFICATIONS
● With handle: 61 x 45,7 x 8,3 cm
● Without handle: 61 x 33 x 8,3 cm



Heavy-duty steel grill grate for open-fire 
cooking. Portable, simple, and ready to go -
a cooking surface wherever you need it. 
Folding legs make for easy transportation 
and compact storage. Cook directly on the 
grill surface for seared steaks, sausages, 
veggies, and more. Use with our cast iron 
skillet or dutch oven for even temperature 
and increased versatility.

FEATURES
● Q235 steel mesh grill and frame
● Constructed with high-temperature 

black coating
● Works with Barebones Fire Pit
● Legs fold underneath for compact 

storage

SPECIFICATIONS
● 78,7 x 40 x 23,5 cm
● 3266 gr

Heavy Duty Grill 
Grate

Item no. CKW-476

Item no. CKW-476



Transform your campfire into a wood-
burning grill with our compact Circular 
Fire Pit Grill Grate. Crafted with high-
temperature coated stainless steel and 
folding legs for easy transport. Grill 
directly on mesh or use to support pots 
and skillets. Place over wood or coals.

FEATURES
● Q235 steel mesh grill and frame
● Constructed with high-temperature 

black coating
● Three 20 cm legs for stability
● 17,8 cm ground clearance

SPECIFICATIONS
● 42 x 42 x 18,4 cm
● 1180 gr

Fire Pit Grill 
Grate

Item no. CKW-477



Designed with safety in mind, the 
Cowboy Grill Charcoal Tray provides a 
variety of options to safely control and 
dispose of your charcoal or wood-
burning fire. Crafted with high-
temperature coated stainless steel and 
5,1 cm ground clearance. Easily rest the 
charcoal tray inside the Cowboy Grill 
Fire Pit or combine with the Fire Pit 
Grill Grate to create a compact fire pit 
and grill.

FEATURES
● Rugged steel construction
● Constructed with high-

temperature black coating
● Includes sets of 5,1 cm legs (4 legs 

total)
● Use in fire pits, campground fire 

areas, or on its own
● Holes for ventilation allow airflow 

to reach coals

SPECIFICATIONS
● Diameter: 47 cm
● Width with handles: 54 cm
● Height: 10,2 cm with legs 
● 3538 gr

Cowboy Grill 
Charcoal Tray

Item no. CKW-443



A portable folding camp stove whenever and 
wherever you need it. Studier than a 
backpacking stove, but still light enough to easily 
transport with you car camping, rafting, or to the 
park for an afternoon activity with family. 
Unlike many camp stoves, our Flatbrook Folding 
Stove was designed to withstand the weight of 
heavy-duty cookware like cast iron skillets and 
dutch ovens. This stove utilizes wood, coal, or 
pellets so you can leave the extra fuel canisters at 
home. Build a fire directly on the ground or use 
the bottom plate to hold the flame. Made of 
durable, SPCC steel with a 600 degree black 
powder coating that will keep for years of use. 
Assembles in less than a minute and packs flat 
for storage. 
Included heavy-duty 600D polyester bag keeps 
everything organized in one place. 

FEATURES
● Sets up in 4 simple steps with updated 

design
● Stable tripod is sturdy enough for heavy 

cookware
● High-temperature, powder-coated steel
● Burn wood, coal or pellets
● Packs flat for easy transportation and 

storage
● Included durable 600D Polyester Carry 

Bag

SPECIFICATIONS
● Fully assembled: 36 x 30 x 20 cm
● Bag size: 29,5 x 38 x 2,5 cm
● 600o Powder Coated SPCC stainless Steel
● 600D Polyester with 210D padded lining.

Flatbrook folding 
Stove

Item no. CKW-437



The Cowboy Wok (otherwise known as a Discada) 
gets its name from the shallow, contoured disc-
shaped pan that provides a large cooking surface, 
heats quickly, and holds its temperature. It was 
historically used for dishes such as paella, carne 
asada with fresh tortillas, and big mix-it-all-together 
breakfasts in cowboy country.

The Barebones Cowboy Wok is crafted from durable 
low-carbon rolled steel with a blued finish and 
twisted, hand-forged steel handles. This 15" version 
is ideal for cooking for a small group while camping 
or on the go. Added steel stand adds cooking 
options, and canvas/cotton carry bag makes quick 
work of packing and travel.

FEATURES
● Cook safely over a variety of heat sources: 

wood, charcoal, or gas stovetop
● Develops a natural non-stick coating over 

time
● 1.5 mm carbon steel hand-blued finish
● Twisted, forged steel handles
● 38 cm diameter
● Height: 44,5 cm
● 1,5 cm depth from edge to center
● Carry bag and steel stand included

SPECIFICATIONS
● Carbon Steel
● 100% Cotton canvas carry bag
● 100% Full-grain cow leather (patch)

Item no. CKW-457

Cowboy Grill Wok



Designed to hang and work with our Cowboy Fire Pit Grill -
30" w/ Adjustable Legs, our tools are crafted with hand-
forged stainless steel and fitted with a smooth, natural 
walnut handle that keeps cool over high heat. Longer than 
normal length allows for comfort and safety when working 
around fire and hot coals.

FEATURES
● Designed with direct input from Barebones open-fire 

chef partners
● Hand tooled and forged elements
● Stainless steel with antiqued blackened finish
● Walnut color natural wood handle

SPECIFICATIONS
a. Tongs: 41,3  x 12,7 x 3,2 cm
b. Coal Shovel: 63,5 x 13,3 x 6,35 cm
c. Spatula: 61,6 x 10,2 x 7 cm
d. Ladle: 58,4  x 11,4 x 8,3 cm
e. Carving Fork: 34,3 x 4,5 x 5 cm
f. Chef Spoon: 31,8 x 2.25" x 5 cm
g. Fish Spatula: 31,8 x 8,9 x 5 cm 

Cowboy Cooking
Grilling Tools

a. COWBOY GRILL TONGS / CKW-462
b. COWBOY GRILL COAL SHOVEL / CKW-465
c. COWBOY GRILL SPATULA / CKW-463
d. COWBOY GRILL LADLE / CKW-464
e. COWBOY GRILL CARVING FORK / CKW-468
f. COWBOY GRILL CHEF SPOON / CKW-466
g. COWBOY GRILL FISH SPATULA / CKW-467

a. b. c. d. e. f. g.



Cowboy Grill 
Roasting Tools

Designed to compliment Barebones Open Fire Cooking Collection / Cowboy 
Cooking Collection. Longer than normal length allows for comfort and safety 
when working around fire, hot coals, and BBQs.

FEATURES
● Designed with direct input from Barebones open fire chef partners
● Hand tooled and forged elements
● Stainless steel with antiqued blackened finish
● Sold as a set of two
● Hook on end allows for hanging

SPECIFICATIONS
● Item no. Roaster CKW-460: 38,7 x 3,8 x 0,6 cm / 90 gr
● Item no. Skewer CKW-461: 78,8 x 8,3 x 0,7 cm / 181 gr

Whether you’re adjusting the height of your pot or suspending meat 
over fire, the Cowboy Grill  S Hook Set provides versatility and 
strength to accommodate your open fire task. Ideal for meat 
hanging and processing, drying and smoking, and more. Sharp 
hook-ends easily puncture meat or veggies. Easy to clean and store.

FEATURES
● 430 solid steel hooks
● 304 stainless steel chains
● 19 links included
● Blackened and tumbled design
● Compatible with Cowboy Grill system

SPECIFICATIONS Item no. S-Hook CKW-474
● Long Hooks: 22,9 cm
● Short Hooks: 11,4 cm
● Chain: 48,3 | 43 cm links each

Item no. 
Roaster: CKW-460
Skewer: CKW-461
S-Hook: CKW-474 



Telescoping Fire Blower

Indulge in the timeless ritual of fire-stoking with our 
Telescoping Fire Blower. 

Crafted from brass and steel, this heirloom-quality tool 
boasts the capacity to breathe life into your embers, 
transforming them into a roaring blaze with pinpoint 
precision. 

Equipped with an adjustable length feature for optimal 
comfort, you can effortlessly channel air directly to the 
desired area, while the one-way valve ensures accidental 
smoke inhalation is never a concern. 

Designed to endure the test of time, this authentic Fire 
Blower promises to age gracefully, making it the perfect 
family treasure to be passed down through the 
generations. 

FEATURES
● Elegant and durable design
● Brass mouthpiece and output nozzle
● Stainless steel extension tubes
● One-way valve automatically shuts to prevent 

smoke inhalation

SPECIFICATIONS 
● Mouthpiece width: 3,1 cm
● Length: 28 cm collapsed
● Length: 86 cm extended
● Weight: 98 gr

Item no. HMS-2142



Wooden 
Spoon & Spatula

Seamlessly transition from kitchen prep to 
outdoor cooking with this beautiful black 
walnut spatula with copper accents. Use with 
any dish while cooking and use with scratch-
prone cookware. Mix ingredients, stir sauces, 
and cook flavorful foods.

FEATURES
● Ideal for everyday culinary use
● Crafted from durable black walnut
● Included copper-plated stainless steel 

hanging loop
● Safe for use with cast iron, enamel, 

glass, non-stick, and porcelain 
cookware

SPECIFICATIONS
● Materials Black walnut / Copper-plated 

stainless steel / Food safe satin varnish.
● Hand-wash only. Dry thoroughly after 

each use. Not dishwasher safe.
● Dimensions 

CKW-367: 36 x 5,7 x 1,9 cm
CKW-368: 36 x 6,4 x 1,3 cm

Item no. 
Spoon: CKW-367
Spatula: CKW-368



Chef Grilling 
Apron

FEATURES
● Heavy duty cotton canvas construction
● Natural leather details
● Canvas color - black
● Adjustable cross back style
● Pen or thermometer pocket 
● Leather strap to carry towel and tools
● One size fits all

SPECIFICATIONS
● 82,6 x 76,2 x 6,4 cm
● 272 gr
● CKW-480: Black
● CKW-478: Stone

The only Chef Apron you’ll ever need. Designed 
with direct input from our chef partners Jared and 
Mona of Tournant PDX, this modern and durable 
garment features unique, useful details specific to 
open fire cooking. Heavy duty cotton construction 
means years of use, and added front pocket keeps 
phone, pen, or thermometer always handy. 
Adjustable cross back fits all types of bodies for a 
true “one size fits all”.

Item no. 
Black: CKW-480
Stone: CKW-478



The perfect tool to quickly and safely 
heat charcoal briquettes for your 
outdoor cooking creations. Durable 
steel construction with a smooth, 
natural walnut handle and steel heat 
deflector plate provide secure 
maneuvering and protection.

FEATURES
● Durable steel construction
● Steel heat deflector plate
● Walnut handle

SPECIFICATIONS
● Chimney: 16.5 x 6.5 x 27,9 cm 

(Width with handle: 26,7 cm)
● Deflector Plate: 10,5 x 17,8 cm
● Handle: 2,5 x 2,5 x 14 cm
● 1270 gr

Chimney Grill 
Starter
Item no. CKW-475



Grill. Wok. Smoker. Skillet. Braiser. Roaster. 
Deep fryer. Slow cooker. Stock pot.

The All-In-One Cast Iron Grill is an outdoor 
cook’s dream. A cast iron base and domed 
lid, grill grate, baking steel, tripod stand, and 
coal tray combine in countless configurations 
to expand your outdoor dining options, and 
pack down into a single self-contained bundle 
to minimize what you carry.

FEATURES
● Solid, durable cast iron construction
● Cast iron body is both cooking surface 

and grill base
● Compatible with open fire and coals
● Works with direct and indirect heat
● Grate for grilling and steaming
● Baking steel replaces griddle and 

skillet
● Adjustable charcoal tray with wind 

guard
● Use with or without tripod stand
● Tripod stand works with grill grate
● Simple care and cleaning

SPECIFICATIONS
● Bowl: 38,1 x 38,1  x 12,7 cm
● Kit: 44,45 x 44,45 x 28,6 cm
● Capacity: 4 quarts with room to boil
● 12,5 kg

All-In-One
Cast Iron Grill

Item no. CKW-312



Stack and store your Dutch Oven Classic 
easily with its extra wide base. The newly 
designed lid with flat bottom surface 
provides an additional option for cooking 
when turned upside-down.

FEATURES
● Lid designed for both perfect 

steaming and venting
● Turn lid upside-down for use as an 

additional cooking surface
● Wide foot design for easy indoor, 

outdoor, and grill use
● Rounded bottom for ease in 

scooping and scraping
● Available in 10" and 12" sizes

SPECIFICATIONS
● 10" / 4 Quart – CKW-307

○ 28,5 x 24,4 x 17,8 cm
○ 6,35 kg

● 12" / 8 Quart – CKW-308
○ 35,5 x 30,5 x 20,3 cm
○ 8,34 kg

Cast Iron
Dutch Oven Classic

Item no. 
10”: CKW-307
12”: CKW-308



Our all-new premium Polished Cast Iron 
Dutch Oven showcases a classic esthetic with 
elevated quality and function. Skip the 
seasoning and achieve a perfect cooking 
surface on day one with the polished, non-
stick surface. Intentionally designed for 
open-fire use, with dual pour spouts, and 
iconic heat dispensing technology make this 
a dream to cook in. Dutch oven lid has added 
brim for holding hot coals and acts as an 
additional cooking surface. Copper-plated 
spiral handle disperses heat while adding 
elevated flare. Pre-seasoned with natural, 
organic oils and ready to use right out of the 
box with your stove, oven, or on an open fire.

FEATURES
● Japanese-inspired design
● Polished finish on dutch oven cooking 

surface
● Included dutch oven lid with heat-

dispersing copper D-ring handle
● Under-lid can be used as an additional 

cooking surface
● Pre-seasoned with organic sunflower 

oil
● Non-stick characteristics over time
● Ergonomic heat-dispersing copper 

spiral bail handle
● Thicker base distributes heat evenly
● Lighter weight than similar products
● Materials: HT150 Iron. Copper plated 

No. 70 spring wire. Organic 100% 
sunflower oil.

SPECIFICATIONS
● 16,5 x 29 x 29 cm
● 5800 grs

Polished Dutch 
Oven

Item no. CKW-327



Use the Cast Iron Flat Pan to make crepes, 
pancakes, tortillas, pizzas, and more. 
Lighter than a skillet and smaller than a 
griddle, it’s versatile yet easy to store and 
carry. Naturally nonstick with open sides, 
flipping and serving delicate dishes is 
simpler than ever.

FEATURES
● 12" pre seasoned cast iron cooking 

surface
● Open sides and high back
● Comfort grip handle
● Crafted for indoor/outdoor use
● Seasoned with sunflower oil

SPECIFICATIONS
● 45,7 x 31,8 x 8,3 cm
● 3,45 kg

Cast Iron Flat Pan
Item no. CKW-314



Say hello to the Cast Iron Skillet you won’t want to 
go without. Complete with comfortable grip handle, 
dual pour spouts, and iconic heat dispensing 
technology. Increased steel means no cracking or 
breaking with rapid temperature change, and 15% 
lighter weight than similar cast iron products. Pre-
seasoned with natural, organic oils so it’s ready to 
use right out of the box with your stove, oven, or on 
an open fire.

Savor each flavor. Love each and every meal. 
Welcome to Cast Iron Skillet perfection.

FEATURES
● Ergonomic, heat-dispersing, comfort-grip 

handle
● Dual pour spouts for left or right pouring
● Available in 8, 10, and 12-inch sizes

SPECIFICATIONS
● CKW-301: 8": 21,5 x 39,5 x 4 cm | 2,72 kg
● CKW-302: 10": 26,8 x 45,3 x 4,8 cm | 3,17 kg
● CKW-303: 12": 32,1 x 50,2 x 5,7 cm | 4,17 kg

Cast Iron Skillet

Item no. 
CKW-301 8” 
CKW-302 10”
CKW-303 12”



Cast iron polished to perfection. Classic 
technology meets Japanese-inspired design in our 
all-new All-In-One Skillet premium collection. 
Skip the seasoning and achieve a perfect cooking 
surface on day one with the polished, non-stick 
surface. Intentionally designed for open-fire use, 
the extended grip handle, dual pour spouts, and 
iconic heat dispensing technology make this a 
dream to cook in. Dutch oven style lid has added 
brim for holding hot coals and acts as an 
additional cooking surface. Place it directly on 
coals or open flame as a second skillet. Copper 
ring on lid adds elevated flare while staying 
functional. Pre-seasoned with natural, organic oils 
and ready to use right out of the box with your 
stove, oven, or on an open fire. Everything you 
need to cook the meal you want. 

FEATURES
● Japanese-inspired design
● Polished finish on skillet cooking surface 

and bottom of lid
● Pre-seasoned with organic sunflower oil
● Non-stick characteristics
● Copper ring on lid
● Extended handle for easier handling and 

safety
● Ergonomic handle design
● Added hole in handle for hanging

SPECIFICATIONS
● CKW-315: 6": 30,5 x 17,2 x 5,7 cm | 2,18 kg
● CKW-317: 10": 43,2 x 26,4 x 7,6 | 4,72 kg
● CKW-318: 12": 47,6 x 31,1 x 7,6 | 5,99 kg

All-In-One Cast 
Iron Skillet

Item no. 
6”: CKW-315
10”: CKW-317 
12”: CKW-318 



Lift Dutch ovens and cast iron skillet lids 
without worrying about burning your 
hands or getting too close to an open 
flame.

This tool features blackened steel to 
match the look and feel of Barebones 
Cowboy Cookware Collection.

FEATURES
● Steel 

SPECIFICATIONS
● 40 x 12 x 9 cm
● 295 gr

Lid Lifter
Item no. CKW-372

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.



Achieve excellent cooking precision and 
responsiveness without the weight of traditional 
cast iron. These beautiful carbon steel skillets 
feature a hand-blued finish and an extended dark 
walnut handle for a truly unique take on the 
classic carbon pan. Sleek and professional, yet 
rugged and durable, these skillets provide 
unmatched heat distribution, seamless 
indoor/outdoor use, and a satisfying non-stick 
surface over time.

FEATURES
● Carbon steel hand-blued finish
● Develops a natural non-stick coating over 

time
● Quick heating qualities and temperature

retention
● Lightweight for easy handling and 

maneuverability
● Durable removable walnut handle
● For indoor/outdoor use
● Materials: Stainless steel, walnut, copper

SPECIFICATIONS
● CKW-419: 9” : 45 x 23 x 7,5 cm/ 907 gr
● CKW-420: 12”: 55 x 31 x 9 cm | 1180 gr

Blue Carbon 
Steel Skillet

Item no. 
9”: CKW-419
12”: CKW-420



Long Handle 
Wok

Inspired by a traditional wok, our Long Handle 
Wok expands your cooking repertoire whether 
you’re preparing food in a kitchen or in the great 
outdoors. The heavy-duty 12" rolled steel bowl 
features a hand-blued finish that prevents rust 
and corrosion over time. Intentionally designed 
for open fire use, the extra-long 18" durable 
walnut handle provides extra comfort and safety. 
Thoughtfully placed stainless steel and copper 
band protects wooden handle from open flame 
while adding elevated flair.
Need to multitask? The hand-blued steel ring base 
allows the wok to be left in an ideal cooking 
position without constantly holding the handle. 
Set it on the gas stovetop or fire while you finish 
your meal prep. Briquettes can also be placed 
inside the ring for an instant grill on the go. A 
versatile and travel-friendly addition to your camp 
or kitchen collection.

FEATURES
● Cook safely over a variety of heat sources: 

wood, charcoal, or gas stovetop
● 30 cm rolled steel bowl with hand-blued 

finish
● 45 cm durable walnut handle
● Stainless-steel band with copper finish
● Included hand-blued ring base for use in 

fire or as a stand for prep
● Included hanging loop on handle
● Material: Steel, walnut, copper.

SPECIFICATIONS
● Wok (assembled) 74 x 30 cm dia / 

1542 gr
● Stand: 5 x 24 cm dia / 226 gr

Item no. CKW-455



A reversible cast iron griddle perfect for 
cooking for a crowd. Use flat side for 
eggs, crab cakes, and fajitas, then flip to 
the grill side for burgers, kebabs, and 
vegetables.
Naturally non-stick cast iron heats 
evenly, so your food is consistently 
cooked every time.

FEATURES
● 49,5 cm reversible cooking surface
● One grill side, one flat side
● Wide grease capture channels
● Offset handles for easy handling 

and storage
● Fits most two-burner camping 

stoves or use over an open fire
● Crafted for indoor/outdoor use

SPECIFICATIONS
● 55,3 x 29,2 x 3,8 cm
● 6,08 kg

Grill Side

Cast Iron Griddle
Item no. CKW-313



COARSE / CKW-330

Stainless Steel
Cleaning Mesh

Stainless steel cleaning mesh for use with cast iron skillets and dutch 
ovens. Textured surface helps to remove stuck on food, grime, and oil 
from pans and excels at heavy-duty cleaning. Built to last through years 
of frequent use and won’t scratch or scar your cookware. Course cleaning 
mesh works to dislodge large chunks of food quickly and efficiently.

FEATURES
● Safely cleans cast iron
● 316 stainless steel
● Ring Size: 10 mm
● Dishwasher safe

SPECIFICATIONS
● 15 x 15 cm
● 90 gr

Stainless Steel
Cleaning Mesh

Stainless steel cleaning mesh for use with cast iron skillets and dutch ovens. 
Textured surface helps to remove stuck on food, grime, and oil from pans 
and excels at heavy-duty cleaning. Built to last through years of frequent 
use and won’t scratch or scar your cookware. Fine cleaning mesh is ideal for 
delicate, but precise scrubbing.

FEATURES
● Safely cleans cast iron
● 316 stainless steel
● Ring Size: 4 mm
● Dishwasher safe

SPECIFICATIONS
● 20 x 20 cm
● 136 gr

Stainless Steel
Mesh Scrubber

Compact stainless steel mesh scrubber for use with cast iron skillets 
and dutch ovens. Textured surface helps to remove stuck on food, 
grime, and oil from pans and excels at heavy-duty cleaning. Silicone 
center helps keep scrubber shape over time. Dishwasher safe. An 
essential cast iron cleaning tool!

FEATURES
● Safely cleans cast iron
● 316 stainless steel
● 10 mm ring size
● Black silicone core
● Dishwasher safe

SPECIFICATIONS
● 10,8 x 7,6 x 1,9 cm
● 90 gr

FINE / CKW-331 Item no. CKW-329



Protect tables and countertops with 
this beautiful, timeless leather trivet. 
Double insulation prevents heat 
passage to wooden tables and delicate 
countertops: serve a meal or make 
room on the stove. Ideal as a potholder 
for use with heavy cast iron handles 
and lids. Genuine suede appearance 
only improves with time. Expect a 
lovely, natural patina to deepen after 
frequent use while keeping the original 
shape. Attached leather loop makes 
quick work of storage when you are 
done cooking or preparing your meal.

FEATURES
● Heat-resistant protection, up to 

300°C
● Made from authentic suede cow 

leather
● Included 4,5 cm leather loop for 

hanging
● Handmade by local artisans in 

Pakistan

SPECIFICATIONS
● 19 x 19 cm
● 4,5 cm leather loop for hanging
● 140 gr

Suede Leather 
Trivet

Item no. 
Black: CKW-411
Terracotta: CKW-412



A lightweight, natural tool for cleaning 
ceramic, non-stick, or cast iron pans. The 
double-sided bevel design offers a variety 
of angles for cleaning, while a thumb 
indent provides ergonomic support 
without slippage. Buy two and utilize as 
minimal salad tongs! Made of beautiful, 
durable walnut polished with mineral oil.

FEATURES
● Double-sided bevel scraper
● Made of durable walnut
● Comes polished with mineral oil
● Included hole for hanging with 

leather strap.
● Ergonomic

SPECIFICATIONS
● 10 x 10 x 1,2 cm
● 4,5 cm leather loop for hanging
● 45 gr

Cast Iron Scraper 
Walnut

Item no. CKW-499



S a v o r T h e M o m e n t
ENAMELWARE &DINING COLLECTION 



Enamelware Family
SLATE GRAY

Enamel Wine Tumbler / CKW-386
Enamel Saucepan / CKW-377
Enamel Stock Pot / CKW-376
Enamel Bowl Set / CKW-357
Enamel Salad Plate Set / CKW-374
Enamel Cup Set / CKW-356
Enamel Deep Plate Set / CKW-358
Enamel Mixing Bowl Set / CKW-378
Enamel Espresso Cup Set / CKW-375
Enamel Teapot / CKW-379



ENAMEL BOWL SET / CKW-357 ENAMEL DEEP PLATE SET / CKW-358 ENAMEL SALAD PLATE SET / CKW-374 ENAMEL CUP SET / CKW-356 ESPRESSO CUP SET / CKW-375

Enamel Dining Family
SLATE GRAY

The Slate Gray Enamel Dining set invokes a classic with a decidedly modern update. Each 
item features a hand-finished baked stainless steel trim creating a bronze-like patina finish, 
resulting in unique pieces that form a cohesive set.

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired design
● Baked stainless steel rim with bronze-like patina appearance
● Steel core with speckled enamel finish
● Hand-wash only. Do not microwave.

SPECIFICATIONS
● BOWL SET: 16,8 x 16,8 x 5,72 cm | 181 gr
● CUP SET: 9,53 x 9,53 x 8,9 cm | 181 gr
● ESPRESSO CUP SET: 8,26 x 6,99 x 7,62 | 90 gr
● DEEP PLATE SET: 27,94 x 27,95 x 1,9 cm | 272 gr
● SALAD PLATE SET: 20,96 x 20,96 x 0.75 cm | 181 gr



Complement every meal with our Slate Gray Enamel Cookware. Slate 
Gray enamel and copper-like baked stainless steel accents elevate any 
table setting, whether you’re dining al fresco or bringing a bit of the 
outdoors in. Each item features a hand-finished copper trim, creating 
unique pieces that form a cohesive set.

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired design
● Baked stainless steel rim with bronze-like patina appearance
● Steel core with speckled enamel finish
● Raised edges
● FSC certified natural walnut accents
● Hand-wash only. Do not microwave.

SPECIFICATIONS
● MIXING BOWL SET

○ 26 x 13,3 cm
○ 22,3 x 10,8 cm

● SAUCEPAN
○ 17,8 x 8,3 cm (12,7 w/ lid) | Handle: 19,7 cm

● STOCK POT
○ 26 x 18,7 cm

● TEAPOT
○ 14,5 x 10,5 cm (15,9 w/ lid)

ENAMEL STOCK POT / CKW-376

ENAMEL MIXING BOWL SET / CKW-378

ENAMEL SAUCEPAN / CKW-377

ENAMEL TEAPOT / CKW-379

Enamel Cookware Family
SLATE GRAY



Enamelware Family
EGG SHELL

Enamel Wine Tumbler / CKW-387
Enamel Saucepan / CKW-396
Enamel Stock Pot / CKW-395
Enamel Bowl Set / CKW-390
Enamel Salad Plate Set / CKW-392
Enamel Cup Set / CKW-393
Enamel Deep Plate Set / CKW-391
Enamel Mixing Bowl Set / CKW-397
Enamel Espresso Cup Set / CKW-394
Enamel Teapot / CKW-398



ENAMEL BOWL SET / CKW-390 ENAMEL DEEP PLATE SET / CKW-391 ENAMEL SALAD PLATE SET / CKW-392 ENAMEL CUP SET / CKW-393 ESPRESSO CUP SET / CKW-394

Enamel Dining Family
EGGSHELL

The Eggshell Enamel Dining set invokes a classic with a decidedly modern update. Each 
item features a hand-finished baked stainless steel trim creating a bronze-like patina finish, 
resulting in unique pieces that form a cohesive set.

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired design
● Baked stainless steel rim with bronze-like patina appearance
● Steel core with speckled enamel finish
● Hand-wash only. Do not microwave.

SPECIFICATIONS
● BOWL SET: 16,8 x 16,8 x 5,72 cm | 181 gr
● CUP SET: 9,53 x 9,53 x 8,9 cm | 181 gr
● ESPRESSO CUP SET: 8,26 x 6,99 x 7,62 | 90 gr
● DEEP PLATE SET: 27,94 x 27,95 x 1,9 cm | 272 gr
● SALAD PLATE SET: 20,96 x 20,96 x 0.75 cm | 181 gr



Complement every meal with our Eggshell Enamel Cookware. Eggshell 
enamel and copper-like baked stainless steel accents elevate any table 
setting, whether you’re dining al fresco or bringing a bit of the outdoors 
in. Each item features a hand-finished copper trim, creating unique pieces 
that form a cohesive set.

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired design
● Baked stainless steel rim with bronze-like patina appearance
● Steel core with speckled enamel finish
● Raised edges
● FSC certified natural walnut accents
● Hand-wash only. Do not microwave.

SPECIFICATIONS
● MIXING BOWL SET

○ 26 x 13,3 cm
○ 22,3 x 10,8 cm

● SAUCEPAN
○ 17,8 x 8,3 cm (12,7 w/ lid) | Handle: 19,7 cm

● STOCK POT
○ 26 x 18,7 cm

● TEAPOT
○ 14,5 x 10,5 cm (15,9 w/ lid)

ENAMEL STOCK POT / CKW-395

MIXING BOWL SET/ CKW-397

SAUCEPAN/ CKW-396

TEAPOT / CKW-398

Enamel Cookware Family
EGGSHELL



ENAMEL BOWL SET / CKW-340 ENAMEL DEEP PLATE SET / CKW-341 ENAMEL SALAD PLATE SET / CKW-342 ENAMEL CUP SET / CKW-343 ESPRESSO CUP SET / CKW-344

Enamel Dining Family
CHARCOAL

The new Charcoal Enamel Dining set brings a stunning esthetic to any table setting. Each 
item features a hand-finished baked stainless steel trim creating a bronze-like patina finish, 
resulting in unique pieces that form a cohesive set.

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired design
● Baked stainless steel rim with bronze-like patina appearance
● Steel core with speckled enamel finish
● Hand-wash only. Do not microwave.

SPECIFICATIONS
● BOWL SET: 16,8 x 16,8 x 5,72 cm | 181 gr
● CUP SET: 9,53 x 9,53 x 8,9 cm | 181 gr
● ESPRESSO CUP SET: 8,26 x 6,99 x 7,62 | 90 gr
● DEEP PLATE SET: 27,94 x 27,95 x 1,9 cm | 272 gr
● SALAD PLATE SET: 20,96 x 20,96 x 0.75 cm | 181 gr



ENAMEL BOWL SET / CKW-425 ENAMEL DEEP PLATE SET / CKW-426 ENAMEL SALAD PLATE SET / CKW-427 ENAMEL CUP SET / CKW-428 ESPRESSO CUP SET / CKW-429

Enamel Dining Family
MINT

The new Mint Enamel Dining set invokes a classic with a decidedly modern update. Each 
item features a hand-finished baked stainless steel trim creating a bronze-like patina finish, 
resulting in unique pieces that form a cohesive set.

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired design
● Baked stainless steel rim with bronze-like patina appearance
● Steel core with speckled enamel finish
● Hand-wash only. Do not microwave.

SPECIFICATIONS
● BOWL SET: 16,8 x 16,8 x 5,72 cm | 181 gr
● CUP SET: 9,53 x 9,53 x 8,9 cm | 181 gr
● ESPRESSO CUP SET: 8,26 x 6,99 x 7,62 | 90 gr
● DEEP PLATE SET: 27,94 x 27,95 x 1,9 cm | 272 gr
● SALAD PLATE SET: 20,96 x 20,96 x 0.75 cm | 181 gr



Enamel Tumbler

A lightweight tumbler ideal for use with your 
favorite wine & spirits while camping or dining 
outdoors.

Each item features a speckled enameled 
surface with hand-finished baked stainless 
steel trim creating a bronze-like patina finish, 
resulting in unique pieces that form a cohesive 
set of two.

Each piece sold as a set.
Available in Slate Gray, Eggshell, Mint and 
Charcoal. 

Item no. 
Slate Grey: CKW-386
Eggshell: CKW-387
Mint: CKW-389
Charcoal: CKW-388

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.



Enamel 2-Tone
Collection

A new look to our top-selling enamelware. This 
2-tone coloring is available for the Bowl Set, 
Deep Plate Set, Mug Set, Salad Plate Set, and 
Tall Cup Set. Durable and sophisticated 
enough for both your camp kit and kitchen 
cooking, all our enamelware features a hand-
finished, baked stainless steel trim that creates 
a bronze-like patina finish

Available for the Bowl Set, Deep Plate Set, 
Mug Set, Salad Plate Set, NEW Tall Cup Set.

Item no. 
Mug Set: CKW-1027
Bowl Set: CKW-1025
Salad Plate Set: CKW-1028
Large Plate Set: CKW-1026
Tall Cup Set: CKW-1029

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.

SPECIFICATIONS
● Plain Steel – Enamel Base Coat + 2 layers.
● Dimensions: tbd
● Weight: tbd



Flatware Matt
Item no. CKW-370

Minimalist, utilitarian, and modern. 
The Matte Tumbled Flatware Set brings something 
different to the table. Overall black oxide finish 
tumbled for a distressed look adds texture to your 
table and a one-of-a-kind  look that plays 
beautifully against our enamelware. 

Minimalist, utilitarian, and modern.
The Flatware Set brings something different to 
the table. Bright stainless steel transitions to a 
matte carbon finish for a one-of-a-kind look
That plays beautifully against our enamelware. 

FEATURES
● Set includes 2 forks, 2 knives, 2 spoons
● Suitable for indoor/outdoor use
● Dishwasher safe

SPECIFICATIONS
● Fork: 19,7 x 2,5 x 1,9 cm
● Spoon: 18,4 x 3,8 x 1,3 cm
● Knife: 23,5 x 1,9 cm
● 180 gr (entire set)

FEATURES
● Set includes 2 forks, 2 knives, 2 spoons
● Suitable for indoor/outdoor use
● Black oxide tumbled finish
● Dishwasher safe

SPECIFICATIONS
● Fork: 19,7 x 2,5 x 1,9 cm
● Spoon: 18,4 x 3,8 x 1,3 cm
● Knife: 23,5 x 1,9 cm
● 180 gr (entire set)

Flatware Polished
Item no. CKW-360



Minimalist, utilitarian, and modern.
The Flatware Set brings something different to 
the table. Bright stainless steel transitions to a 
matte carbon finish for a one-of-a-kind look
That plays beautifully against our enamelware.
FEATURES

● Set includes 2 forks, 2 knives, 2 spoons
● Suitable for indoor/outdoor use
● Black oxide tumbled finish
● Dishwasher safe

SPECIFICATIONS
● Weight: tbd
● Dimensions: tbd
● 304 Stainless Steel (18/10 Stainless 

Steel)

Flatware Copper
Item no. CKW-369



Provisions 
Corkscrew Knife

A unique combination of utility and portability, the 
Corkscrew Provisions Knife boasts a 4"half-serrated 
blade, wine key, and bottle opener. Slice bread, meats, 
and cheeses, open a bottle of wine or beer, and tuck 
the knife safely away for later.

SPECIFICATIONS
● Closed: 14,6 x 3,7 x 1,9 cm
● Open: 24,8 x 3,7 x 1,9 cm
● 200 gr

Item no. CKW-363

A high-quality culinary knife with pocket knife 
practicality. Its folding and locking stainless steel 
blade provide a safely packable cutting edge, and the 
hardwood handle and elegant design make it 
handsome enough for any setting.

FEATURES
● Single folding knife
● 3.5" folding blade with liner lock for secure 

open/close
● 50CR15MOV stainless steel blade
● Rich and durable composite hardwood handle 

with dark walnut finish

Solo Folding Knife

SPECIFICATIONS
● Closed: 11,4 x 2,2 x 1,3 cm
● Open: 20,2 x 2,2 x 1,3 cm
● 68 gr

FEATURES
● Barebones’ craftsman developed a forging 

process that produces a German-grade 
50CR15MOV stainless steel blade

● Wood handle has strong composition and 
textured grain giving the knife handle a good 
grip, durable composition, and aesthetic appeal

● Liner lock for secure open / close 

Item no. HMS-2110



No. 8 Chef Knife

FEATURES
● Barebones’ craftsman developed a forging 

process that produces a German-grade 
stainless steel blade

● Wood handle has strong composition and 
textured grain giving the knife handle a good 
grip, durable composition, and aesthetic appeal

● Signature copper accent
● Leather sheath included

SPECIFICATIONS
● 33 x 2,1 x 5,5 cm
● 454 gr

The ergonomic handle is weighed and balanced for 
comfort, furthering its utilitarian appeal.
Simplify your collection with this new heritage 
quality knife.

Item no. CKW-490

This Japanese-inspired paring knife is a go-to for 
many different projects in the kitchen. Small and 
sharp, it’s ideal for intricate cutting, mincing, 
dicing, and peeling. 

FEATURES
● Ideal for everyday culinary use
● 50CrMoV15 stainless steel
● Resin-infused Pakkawood with 

textured grain
● Signature copper accent
● Leather sheath included
● Full-tang forged German-grade blade

SPECIFICATIONS
● 20,9 x 3,18 x 1,9 cm 
● 181 gr

Item no. CKW-491

No. 4 Paring Knife



No. 9 Bread Knife
Once you own a bread knife, you never go back. This 
thin blade has sharp, serrated edges that effortlessly 
slice through bagels, cakes, and baguettes. This bread 
knife also functions as an excellent all-around deli 
knife for thinly sliced meats.

Item no. CKW-492

No. 7 Nakiri Knife

FEATURES
● 50CrMoV15 stainless steel
● Full-tang forged German-grade blade
● Resin-infused Pakkawood with textured grain
● Ergonomic handle is weighted and balanced 

for comfort
● Signature copper accent
● Leather sheath included

SPECIFICATIONS NO. 9 BREAD KNIFE
● 35,6 x 3,8 x 1,9 cm
● 181 gr

SPECIFICATIONS NO. 7 NAKIRI KNIFE
● 35,6 x 3,8 x 1,9 cm
● 181 gr

The Nakiri is an absolute workhorse when heavy-duty 
prep work is on the table. The Nakiri is the perfect 
blend of the versatility of a chef knife and the blunt 
shape of a cleaver. The square shape and straight edge 
make it ideal for chopping cumbersome vegetables 
when the rocking motion of a chef knife won’t do. Use 
it on sweet potatoes, butternut squash, or large 
zucchini. The deep, flat blade finesses through 
shredding and chiffonading lettuces, cabbages, and 
other leafy greens with ease. 

Item no. CKW-493



Inspired by antique school and church folding 
chairs historically used indoors, this wooden 
folding chair & table are reimagined for outdoor 
use. Unique and portable, the Ridgetop is ideal 
for use as part of an urban patio set, in a 
backyard, camping/glamping, or as extra seating 
during a large dinner party. Hardwood birch, 
stainless steel, and copper details come together 
to create a seamless and natural aesthetic that 
blends into any outdoor scene. Sturdy and built 
to last, this chair folds down easily: store it when 
not in use or pack it in an RV or car. The 
Ridgetop Folding Chair & table are stained with 
a lovely natural honey color and finished with a 
weatherproof satin clear coat. Seat is slightly 
curved, smooth, and shaped for comfort. A 
unique camp and backyard accessory that’s 
quality enough to use indoors when extra room 
is needed.

FEATURES
● Hardwood birch plywood construction
● Stained for a natural warm birch tone
● Weatherproof satin clear coat finish
● Stainless steel hardware
● Copper rivet accents
● Folds flat for easy storage and 

transportation
● Antique inspired design

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
● Chair: 54 x 45 x 78,8 cm
● Seat height: 40,6 cm / size:42 x 42 cm
● 4540 gr
● Table: 56 x 56 x 58,4 cm. 
● Table Folded: 56 x 7 x 78 cm
● 4710 gr

Ridgetop
Chair & Table

Item no. CKW-585

Item no. CKW-584



Our reusable drinking cup is inspired by the 
traditional nordic cup called the “kuksa” and 
crafted with the sacred traditions in mind, we 
have added a few of our own touches. Made 
from sustainably sourced Acacia wood, our 
multipurpose wooden cup offers a unique 
aesthetic to match your unique needs. We 
iterated on the traditional Kuksa handle 
shape resulting in an ergonomic handle to 
ensure secure grip of your valuable contents, 
and allowing users to hold in a variety of 
different ways. Stow it, clip it, grip it, the 
Kuksa Wooden Drinking cup is sleek, 
functional and super lightweight for taking 
into the bush or a backyard.

FEATURES
● Sustainably sourced Acacia wood
● Reusable cup
● Ergonomic, notched out handle for 

clipping or different grip options
● Suitable for hot or cold contents

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
● 8 oz / 236 ml
● 13,3 x 8,9 x 6,4 cm

Kuksa Wooden 
Drinking Cup

Item no. CKW-1021



A m b i e n c e  I s  E v e r y t h i n g
LIGHTS & LANTERNS COLLECTION 



A modern twist on an antique and well-loved 
Union Pacific lantern. Gorgeous seeded glass and 
copper accents make this a unique light for a 
curated dinner table or at camp. High-tech and 
functional, this lantern utilizes battery or USB 
with a run time of 100+ hours on low or 3.5 hours 
on high. Adjustable brightness LED Edison-style 
bulb provides a classic warming glow perfect for 
every occasion.

FEATURES
● Metal construction with seeded glass globe
● Adjustable brightness
● Carry handle with unique copper finish cage 

details
● LED: 3.2 watt warm Edison-style LED 

bulbs
● Light Spectrum: 3000k
● Lumens: low: 20  high: 225 
● Input: 5V USB
● Battery: 3.7 v, 4400 mah lithium ion 
● Run Time: low: 100+ hrs / high: 3.5 hrs 
● Charging: built-in charger with included 

separate USB-C cable

SPECIFICATIONS
● 16,5 x 16,5 x 31,8 cm
● 907 gr

Railroad Lantern

Item No.
Vintage White: LIV-180
Antique Bronze: LIV-280
Olive Drab: LIV-281
Slate Gray: LIV-282
Ocean Blue: LIV-181



Light your way with the Barebones Forest 
Lantern. We’ve refreshed the features of 
this beloved vintage-inspired light to 
provide a seamless experience. Functional 
updates improve durability and 
convenience, offering greater confidence 
and allowing you to sink into your outdoor 
experience freed from distraction.

FEATURES
● Push-button on/off function
● Easier access to rechargeable 

battery
● Micro-USB port for charging lantern
● Removed phone charger for longer 

battery life
● Warm ambient LED light
● LED: 5 watt cree
● Light Spectrum: 3000K
● Lumens: 220
● Battery: (2) 8W Lithium-Ion Cell
● Recharge Time: 4-6 hours
● Run Time: 3-80+ hours (depending 

on setting)
● Input: 5v, up to 1A Max

SPECIFICATIONS
● 27,9 x 17,9 x 17,9 cm
● 997 gr

Forest Lantern

Item No.
Vintage White: LIV-162
Antique Bronze: LIV-261
Red: LIV-262
Teal: LIV-161
Dusty Yellow: LIV-160



Shed some light on life's journey with the 
Barebones Beacon. Our light comes with 
a smooth dimming feature that allows 
you to completely brighten your 
surroundings or simply set the mood. 
Hanging is a snap with its carabiner top, 
and standing is a cinch with its sturdy 
base. The Beacon comes with a 30-inch 
cord for its rechargeable battery—which 
lasts 200+ hours on low or three hours 
on high. And thanks to a convenient 
battery life indicator, you'll never be left 
in the dark.

FEATURES
● LED: 3 Watt Cree
● Light Spectrum: 3000K
● Lumens: Low: 30 High: 220
● Battery: (1) 8W Lithium-Ion Cell
● Recharge Time: 4-5 Hours
● Hours: Low: 200+ Med: 5-6 High: 

3 (depending on setting)
● Input: 5V, Up to 1A Max

SPECIFICATIONS
● 9,5 x 9,5 x 12,7 cm
● 272 gr

Beacon Lantern

Item No.
Antique Bronze: LIV-261
Red: LIV-262
Copper: LIV-297
Olive Drab: LIV-233
Vintage White: LIV-162
Grey: LIV-234
Teal: LIV-161
Dusty Yellow: LIV-160



USB or battery powered mini lantern based 
off the design of our best selling Edison 
Pendant. Inspired by old mining and 
warehouse lights, this water- and rust-
resistant steel lantern creates an intimate 
space anywhere. Light enough to hang from a 
tree branch or create a soft glowing 
atmosphere with several together. Pair with 
our Barebones Power Banks or utilize 2 AA 
batteries (not included) for light on-the-go.

FEATURES
● Dual brightness settings
● 1.6 Watt Warm Edison-style LED bulb 
● Light Spectrum: 3000K 
● Lumens: Low: 35 High: 100
● Input: 5V, 2A USB

SPECIFICATIONS
● 10,8 x 10,8 x 12,1 cm
● 181 gr

Edison 
Mini Lantern

Item No.
Antique Bronze: LIV-273
Red: LIV-274
Copper: LIV-275
Olive Drab: LIV-292
Vintage White: LIV-170
Grey: LIV-293
Ocean Blue: LIV-171



Inspired by old mining and warehouse lights, 
this water- and rust-resistant steel lantern 
creates an intimate space anywhere. Larger in 
size than our popular Edison Mini Lantern, 
the Outpost Lantern is ideal in a tent, as a 
glamping reading light, curated on an 
outdoor tablescape, or hung decoratively in a 
backyard or urban patio. The Outpost utilizes 
a warm Edison-style LED rope light in the 
shape of a Helix. This unique LED filament 
adds a vintage quality and produces a warm, 
soft glowing atmosphere.
There are three ways to power the Outpost 
Lantern allowing for maximum versatility: 
USB-C to external power source, via the 
Barebones-specific LI-ON battery that 
recharges internally, or via D-cell batteries.

FEATURES
● Water- and rust resistant
● Powder-coated finish on steel 

components
● Unique Edison-style LED rope
● LED: 3 Watts
● Lumens: Low: 60 | High: 180
● Color Temperature: 3000 K
● Battery: LI-ION 2-18650 | 4400mAh 

3.7V 16.28Wh or Two D Batteries
● Charge Time: 6 hours (with Barebones 

2 x 18650 battery pack installed)
● Run Time: Low: 20+ Hrs | High: 8 hrs
● Input: 5V USB-C
● IPX4 Weatherproof Rating
● Carabiner included for hanging 

SPECIFICATIONS
● 17,8 x  17 x 15,2 cm

Item No.
Antique Bronze: LIV-140
Vintage White: LIV-141

Outpost Lantern



Inspired by old mining and warehouse 
lights, high-tech meets vintage in the 
Edison Pendant Light. Water and rust-
resistant and powered by USB portable 
charger or a 300 cm cord, this light is 
designed to be at home among the trees, on 
the terrace, or to liven up any outdoor 
entertaining space. Use alone or string up to 
six pendants together. Portable charger sold 
separately.

FEATURES
● Two brightness settings
● Carabiner included for hanging 
● LED: 1.6 watt warm Edison-style led 

bulb 
● Light Spectrum: 3000k 
● Lumens: low: 35 high: 100
● Input: 5v, 2a USB
● IPX4 water resistant rating

SPECIFICATIONS
● Pendant without cable 10,8 x 10,8 x 

8,9 cm
● 181 gr

Edison 
Pendant Light

Item No.
Antique Bronze: LIV-264
Red: LIV-266
Copper: LIV-268



Create a dreamy patio or glamping experience with 
the Outpost Pendant. A larger, more premium 
version of our Edison Pendant Light, the Outpost 
offers a smooth dimmer, durable braided cord, 
unique coiled Edison LED filament, and caged 
steel exterior. Hang the pendant far from a power 
source with included 10-foot USB-C cord. Use 
alone for a glowing ambiance in any corner or 
string up to six together with seamless transition 
from low and moody to brightly lit. (Try along a 
front porch or throughout a backyard for an 
evening gathering.) Weather- and water-resistant.

FEATURES
● Water- and rust resistant
● Powder-coated finish on steel components
● Smooth dimming coiled Edison LED 

filament
● LED: 5 Watts
● Lumens: Low: 5 | High: 250 ± 20
● Color Temperature: 2700-3000 K
● Current: 1A
● Weather-resistant lantern (plug ends not 

waterproof)

SPECIFICATIONS
● Cable length from power source: 27 cm'
● Pendant: 15,5 x 17.1 x 17.1 cm
● 544 gr

Outpost 
Pendant Light

Item No.
Antique Bronze: LIV-150
Vintage White: LIV-151



Convenient everyday LED flashlight with a 
nod towards its vintage cousin. Cage styling 
with grey hammertone-style texture paint 
gives a classic look with modern appeal. 
Perfectly sized to fit in your hand. Throw it 
in your bag or car for emergencies or pack 
it while camping or hiking. Additional hook 
on bottom makes it easy to hang at eye-
level in the garage or tent. Includes USB-C 
charging cable. Up to 24-hour run time.

FEATURES
● Dual brightness settings
● 1.6 Watt Warm Edison-style LED 

bulb 
● Light Spectrum: 3000K 
● Lumens: Low: 35 High: 100
● Input: 5V, 2A USB

SPECIFICATIONS
● 6,35 x 6,35 x 17,1 cm
● 181 gr

Vintage 
Flashlight

Item No.
Olive Drab: LIV-290
Vintage White: LIV-190
Grey: LIV-291



A completely unique collector's item. This vintage-
inspired, single-direction lantern is modeled after 
an antique miner's lamp typically mounted on 
hard hats. Traditionally, this lamp was powered by 
gas and lit by a flame. Our updated version 
features a dimmable 2-watt LED light and a 
removable, rechargeable LI-ION battery. Included 
strong magnetic base features anti-slip materials: 
Place it on any metal surface. Pure, 100% matte 
brass feels heavy and comfortable in hand, while 
solid copper and polished aluminum accents add a 
premium, luxury quality. Beautiful and eye-
catching, this lantern can be displayed indoors as a 
conversation piece and beautifully exist in any 
space. 
Due to the nature of the materials used, this 
lantern will tarnish and age over time.

FEATURES
● Dimmable, rechargeable LED with battery 

level indicator
● Included USB-C charging cable
● Pure copper, brass, and aluminum 

components
● Included bottom magnet with anti-slip 

materials
● Weather- and water-resistant 
● LED: 2W
● Lumens: Low: 30 / High: 250
● Temperature: 3000 K
● Battery: LI-ION 18650 / 220 mAh 3,7V 8,14 

Wh
● Runtime: Low: 15+ Hrs / High: 3+ Hrs
● Charge time: 3 Hrs
● Input: 5V USB-C

SPECIFICATIONS
● 6 x 5,5 x 10,5 cm
● 200 gr

Miners Lantern
Item no. LIV-230



A completely unique collector's item. This vintage-
inspired, 100% brass and copper light stick is an 
outdoor lantern and emergency flashlight in one. 
Dual lighting options make it ideal for camp or a 
luxury backpacking item: light up your tent with 
the lantern and head down the trail with the 
flashlight. Clip it on your travel bag or store it in 
your emergency kit. 

Light Stick offers seven different lighting modes to 
create the perfect illumination or ambiance. 
Weighted brass feels heavy and comfortable in 
hand, while copper and leather accents add a 
premium quality. There are three ways to power 
the Edison Light Stick allowing for maximum 
versatility: USB-C to a wall source, USB-C to a 
portable charging source, and via the Barebones-
specific LI-ON battery that recharges internally. 

Additional included USB-C port allows external 
charge, such as a phone from the Light Stick. 
Lantern runs for over 40 hours on low and 4.5 
hours on high and flashlight runs for over 70 
hours on low and 7 hours on high.

FEATURES
● Lantern and flashlight in one
● Rechargeable, with included battery level 

indicator
● Pure copper, brass, and leather components
● LED lighting with seven lighting modes
● Leather accent with vintage white 

reinforcement stitch
● Weather-resistant 

SPECIFICATIONS
● 4 x 4 x 11 cm
● 227 gr

Edison Light Stick

ANTIQUE BRONZE: LIV-150
VINTAGE WHITE: LIV-151

Item no. LIV-135



A unique collector's item, this vintage-inspired, 
the light stick is an outdoor lantern and 
emergency flashlight in one. It is the most multi-
purpose and compact light in our collection. Dual 
lighting options make it ideal for camp or a luxury 
backpacking item: light up your tent with the 
lantern and head down the trail with the 
flashlight. Clip it on your travel bag with the 
added strap, or store it in your emergency kit. 
Flexible lantern LED rope is a warmer, softer light 
ideal for reading or card games, while the 
flashlight is a cooler LED ideal for food prep or 
utilizing as a direct light source. Light Stick offers 
seven different lighting modes to create the 
perfect illumination or ambiance. Beautiful and 
eye-catching, this Light Stick could be displayed 
indoors as a conversation piece.
Power the Edison Light Stick in three ways: USB-
C to a wall source, USB-C to a portable charging 
source, and via the Barebones-specific LI-ON 
battery that recharges internally. Additional 
included USB-C port allows external charge, such 
as a phone from the Light Stick. 

FEATURES
● Lantern and flashlight in one
● Rechargeable, with included battery level 

indicator
● Pure steel and leather components
● LED lighting with seven lighting modes
● Leather accent with vintage white 

reinforcement stitch

SPECIFICATIONS
● 4 x 4 x 11 cm
● Weight: tbd
● LIV-136: Tumbled Steel, Polycaronate, 

Leather Strap
● LIV-137: Aluminium, Polycarbonate 

Leather Strap

Edison Light Stick

Item no. 
Tumbled Steel: LIV-136
Aluminium: LIV-137

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.



Pivot Arc Lighter

The Pivot Arc Lighter is a sleek, innovative 
reusable lighter that utilizes electric plasma 
technology to provide an ultra reliable flame. 
With a pivoting arm, this lighter is designed for 
easy storage and handling, making it perfect for 
everyday use. Made with high-quality die-cast 
zinc parts and finished with a tumbled brass 
coating, the Pivot Arc Lighter is built to last, 
and the wind-proof design ensures use in all 
weather conditions. Powered by rechargeable 
lithium-ion batteries instead of butane, the 
Pivot Arc Lighter is an ideal alternative to 
single-use plastic lighters and a worthy 
collectors item.

FEATURES
● Eco-friendly, durable electric lighter
● Made with die-cast zinc and tumbled 

brass 
● Uses electric plasma technology
● Features a pivoting arm for easy storage 

and handling
● Wind-proof design allows for use in any 

weather conditions
● Powered by rechargeable lithium-ion 

batteries for long-lasting use   
● 40 ignitions, ~7 seconds each
● Recharges via USB-C port.

SPECIFICATIONS
● Length folded: 10,3 cm
● Length extended: 18,4 x 2,2 cm
● Thickness: 1,7 cm
● Die-cast zinc, tumbled brass
● 133 gr

Item no. HMS-2145

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.



FEATURES
● Capacity: 3.7V, 10000mAh 37Wh
● Copper handle swivels for various hanging 

angles
● magnetic base firmly mounts to metal 

surfaces
● LED: 375 Lux on high | 125 Lux on low
● USB-C charging cable included
● Charge Time: 4 hours
● Input: 5V or 9V via bi-directional USB-C 

port
● USB-A Output:

5.0V—2.4A  9V—2.0A MAX 12V—1.5 MAX
● USB-C Output:

5.0V—3.0A  9V—2.0A MAX 12V—1.5 MAX

SPECIFICATIONS
● 9,8 (13,4 cm with handle up) x 9,1 x 2,5 cm
● 295 gr

Barebones Power Banks are a versatile tool to 
provide power whether you’re exploring the 
outdoors or traveling. Each power bank is a 
portable charger with a heavy-duty magnetic 
base and copper handle that swivels into for 
various hanging angles. Compact and light 
with a durable aluminum case, the 
rechargeable power bank works with any USB-
compatible device.

Power Banks
10000 mAh

10000 mAh
LIV-299

Item No.
Black: LIV-299
Vintage White: LIV-139



A.
Li-Ion Battery 2-18650 – Forest Lantern & Railroad Lantern:  LIV-902

B. 
Li-Ion Battery 18650 – Beacon Light, Edison Light Stick, Miners Lantern
& Vintage Flashlight: LIV-903

C. 
Railroad Lantern Glas - Seeded - Clear / LIV-200

D. 
Railroad Lantern Glas - Plain - Amber / LIV-201

E. 
Railroad Lantern Glas - Wavy - Smoke / LIV-202A.

C. D. E.

B.

Replacement Parts 
Lighting



A  S h a p e  F o r  E v e r y  A d v e n t u r e
STORE & CARRY COLLECTION



A perfect carry-all, this oversized waxed 
canvas tote is handsome, versatile, and 
water-resistant. Use it as a farmers 
market tote, everyday grocery bag, or car 
organizer. Thick, durable cotton straps 
and sturdy metal hardware make this a 
tote you’ll use for years. 
Two sizes available.

Like high-quality leather, waxed canvas 
looks and feels better the more you use 
it; expect a beautiful patina to evolve. 
Waxed canvas is also super tough, easy to 
wipe off and clean, and an animal-safe 
alternative to leather.

FEATURES
● Ideal as a grocery bag or farmers 

market tote
● Durable straps offer multiple carry 

options
● Made of 12 oz canvas waxed
● Durable and repels water
● Beautiful patina evolves over time
● Simple, long-lasting design

SPECIFICATIONS
● STC-718 (Market Tote Bag): 55 x 

26 x 28 cm.
● STC-719 (Oversized Tote Bag): 

30,5 x 16 x 34,5 cm.

Neelum Tote Bag

Item no. 
STC-718 Market Tote Bag
STC-719 Oversized Tote Bag



A perfect carry-all, this extra-large waxed 
canvas tote is handsome, versatile, and 
water-resistant. Use it as a log carrier, 
car-camping-stuff-hauler, massive 
grocery bag, and more. Thick, durable 
cotton straps and sturdy metal hardware 
make this a bag you’ll use for years. The 
Neelum Firewood Carrier Tote 
complements our full Neelum waxed 
canvas collection.

Like high-quality leather, waxed canvas 
looks and feels better the more you use 
it; expect a beautiful patina to evolve. 
Waxed canvas is also super tough, easy to 
wipe off and clean, and an animal-safe 
alternative to leather.

FEATURES
● Ideal as a firewood carrier or 

extra-large tote
● Made of 12 oz canvas waxed
● Durable and repels water
● Beautiful patina evolves over time
● Simple, long-lasting design

SPECIFICATIONS
● 50 x 20,5 x 40 cm.

Neelum Firewood 
Carrier Tote

Item no. STC-720 



Designed to complement our full Neelum
waxed canvas collection, the Neelum
Zipper Pouch organizes everyday items in 
style. Keep office supplies together inside 
a backpack or tote or misc items from 
getting lopc The Large Zipper Pouch 
doubles as a 12" laptop carrier with extra 
room for chargers or accessories. 
Available in two sizes.

Like high-quality leather, waxed canvas 
looks and feels better the more you use 
it; expect a beautiful patina to evolve. 
Waxed canvas is also super tough, easy to 
wipe off and clean, and an animal-safe 
alternative to leather.

FEATURES
● Available in two sizes
● Ideal for travel, office supplies, 

and everyday essentials
● Made of 12 oz canvas waxed
● Durable and repels water
● Beautiful patina evolves over time
● Simple, long-lasting design

SPECIFICATIONS
● STC-722:  29 x 2 x 16 cm
● STC-723:  33 x 2 x 27 cm

Neelum Zipper 
Pouch

Item no. 
STC-722 Small Zipper Pouch
STC-723 Large Zipper Pouch



A simple, rugged travel bag built with 
durability and function in mind. Full-
grain leather handles and canvas webbing 
straps allow for multiple carry options. 
No extra pockets or zippers - just pack it 
and get going. The Neelum Duffel is ideal 
for weekend adventures from road trips 
to hotel stays to camp. A staple bag you’ll 
use forever. Designed to complement our 
full Neelum waxed canvas collection.

Like high-quality leather, waxed canvas 
looks and feels better the more you use 
it; expect a beautiful patina to evolve. 
Waxed canvas is also super tough, easy to 
wipe off and clean, and an animal-safe 
alternative to leather.

FEATURES
● Made of 12 oz canvas waxed
● Full-grain leather badge
● Durable and repels water
● Beautiful patina evolves over time
● Multiple carry options
● Adjustable and removable 

shoulder strap
● Ideal for weekend trips or longer 

trips with minimal packing
● Simple, long-lasting design

SPECIFICATIONS
● STC-721:  20,5 x 9 x 10 cm
● STC-717:  55 x 26 x 28 cm

Neelum Duffel Bag 
& Dopp Kit

Item no.
STC-721 Dopp Kit
STC-717 Duffel Bag



Item No.
STR-618 Large Black 1 pc 
STR-619 Medium Black 2 pc
STR-620 Small Black 3 pc
STR-621 Large Copper 1 pc
STR-622 Medium Copper 2 pc
STR-623 Small Copper 3 pc
STR-624 Large Gunmetal 1 pc
STR-625 Medium Gunmetal 2 pc
STR-626 Small Gunmetal 3 pc
STR-627 Large Gold 1 pc
STR-628 Medium Gold 2 pc
STR-629 Small Gold 3 pc

The Barebones carabiner offers an elevated twist 
on one of the most essential accessories for 
camp, cooking, hiking, or any outdoor 
experience. Designed to withstand the heat of an 
open fire, these carabiners can hang or store 
cookware, organize tools and equipment, or 
suspend lanterns. Minimal features, signature 
twisted spine, and copper wire gate match the 
look and feel of our outdoor & open-fire 
collections. Choose from three sizes (S, M, & L), 
and hold up to 27 kgs

*not intended for climbing gear.

FEATURES
● Material: Aluminum
● 3 sizes: Small, Medium & Large 
● Clasp: Wire snap
● Weight: Small: 5.6 gr/Medium: 14,2 

gr/Large: 28,4 gr
● Dimension:  

Small: 30 x 54 mm./Max.load: 13 kgs
Medium: 46 x 85 mm/Max.load: 22 kgs
Large: 68 x 125 mm/Max.load: 27 kgs

Wiregate Carabiners



Though our zippered lantern storage bag 
was designed to comfortably store the 
Barebones Railroad or Forest lantern, its 
compact size and storage space makes it 
an all-purpose camp gear companion. 
With padded walls and moisture 
protecting waxed canvas, it will keep 
contents dry and safe.

FEATURES
● Utility inspired multi-use design
● Protect and store Barebones 

Railroad & Forest lanterns
● Durable polyurethane base
● Zippered lid stores items securely
● Lid pocket stores wires and 

accessories

SPECIFICATIONS
● 20,3 x 20,3 x 25,4 cm
● 272 gr
● 6.5 liters

Zippered Lantern 
Storage Bag

Item no. LIV-285

Padded Utility
Storage Bag - 7L

Shorter and wider with more volume than 
our zippered lantern storage bag, the all-
new Padded Utility Storage Bag was 
designed to comfortably store a variety of 
Barebones products. The four-section 
padded divider safely stores small 
lanterns or remove it to fit the Enamel 
Deep Plate Set and more. With padded 
walls and moisture protecting waxed 
canvas, it will keep contents dry and safe.

FEATURES
● 7-liter total capacity
● Fits Barebones Enamel Deep Plate 

set or up to four small lanterns
● Removable four-section divider
● Durable canvas with leather details 

and mesh storage pocket

SPECIFICATIONS
● 25,4 x 25,4 x 14 cm
● 362 gr
● 7 liters

Item no. LIV-225



Rep your favorite Barebones’ product in 
style. 

These lightweight Enamel Pins feature 
four popular designs: Mug, Railroad, 
Hatchets & Target, and Scissors & Rose. 
Wear them as a lapel pin, stick them on 
your Gathering bag, or style up your 
jacket, shirt or beanie. 
Keep the pin in place with a reliable 
Butterfly clutch keeps pin snugly in place.
Durable and resistant to scratches.

FEATURES
● Material: Metal – Enamel
● Make sure the item is snugly 

pinned in place with the butterfly 
clutch before use

● Do not submerge the enamel pin 
in water. 

● Dry completely with a soft cloth to 
prevent rust if it gets wet.

Item no. 
Railroad Antique Bronze: ACS-804 
Railroad Olive: ACS-803
Rose Scissors: ACS-806
Target Hatchets: ACS-805
Mug Egg Shell: ACS-802
Mug Slate Grey: ACS-801
Mug Mint: ACS-800
Mug Charcoal: ACS-817

Enamel Pins



N o u r i s h  D e e p  R o o t s
GARDEN & FORAGE COLLECTION



Gathering Bag

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired orchard design
● Multi-way straps for easy handling
● Water-friendly and non-absorbent
● Bottom drop-out for easy unloading
● Removable watertight liner

SPECIFICATIONS
● 43 x 40,6 x 7,6 cm 
● 907 gr

Inspired by vintage orchard design, the 
Gathering Bag offers versatility in use, wearing, 
emptying and care. Its convertible straps allow 
for comfortable chest or back carrying, while 
its drop-out bottom makes quick work of 
emptying the harvepc Constructed of weather-
and water-resistant waxed canvas and complete 
with a watertight removable liner, the 
Gathering Bag is the essential foraging and 
harvesting partner.

Item no. 
Slate Grey: GDN-068
Dark Khaki: GDN-069



First implemented in Japan, the Hori Hori 
classic digging tool was originally used for 
careful and methodical excavating of plants, 
such as Sansai, in the mountains. Barebones’ 
unique take on this classic implement was 
designed with garden work in mind. Its 
rounded top and serrated sides make it ideal 
for scooping, digging, and pulling weeds. 
Equipped with a heat-tempered, hollowback 
blade, full stainless steel tang, and 
comfortable walnut handle, the Barebones 
Hori Hori is the diverse garden tool you can 
use for a lifetime. Intentionally added twine 
cutter doubles as a bottle opener, so you can 
enjoy your choice of refreshing beverage 
after a hard day's work.

FEATURES
● Copper Ring accent
● Solid wood handle
● Serrated edge
● Knife edge
● Heat-tempered blade
● Full, stainless steel tang
● Twine cutter and bottle opener
● Depth markings

SPECIFICATIONS
● 30,5 x 6,4 x 2,5 cm
● 272 gr

Hori Hori Classic

Item no. 
Black: GDN-079
Ash Mint: GDN-674



Inspired by old world Japanese design, 
Barebones Pruners offer unmatched dexterity 
and utility, complemented by timeless 
beauty. Durable steel construction, classic 
copper accents, and a weather-resistant 
waxed canvas sheath make the Pruners a 
lasting staple of indoor and outdoor 
gardening.

FEATURES
● Vintage-inspired Japanese design
● Durable steel construction
● Timeless copper accents
● High-performance indoor / outdoor
● Waxed canvas sheath

SPECIFICATIONS
● 20,3 x 7,5 x 3,2 cm
● 318 gr

Pruner & Sheath
Item no. GDN-050



An artful addition to your gardening 
staples, the Artisan Pruning & Trimming 
Shears feature an antique finish, an 
ambidextrous grip, and rounded handles 
for improved leverage while pruning and 
trimming. Water and rust resistant.

FEATURES
● Made of stainless steel
● Water and rust resistant

SPECIFICATIONS
● Pruning Shears: 20,3 x 9,2 x 1,27 

cm | 272 gr
● Trimming Shears: 20,3 x 7,6 x 

1,27 cm | 181 gr

These durable large & small garden shears 
have an ambidextrous grip that allows you to 
harvest leafy greens quickly. Wide handles 
accommodate a comfortable fit with or 
without gloves..

FEATURES
● Ambidextrous grip
● Wide handle provides a comfortable 

grip
● Rust-resistant
● Heat-treated stainless steel blades can 

be sharpened as needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● Large Scissors: 30,5 x 10,2 x 1,3 cm |  

272 gr
● Small Scissors: 26,1 x 10,2 x 1,3 cm | 

181 gr

Artisan Shears

Garden Scissors
Item no. GDN-049 / GDN-048

Item no. GDN-058 / GDN-059



Make quick, painless work of prickly plants, 
rough soil, and dry bark, and grasp wooden 
tool handles with ease. Barebones re-creation 
of the classic glove means maximum comfort, 
outdoor versatility, and quality protection. 
Keystone thumb stitch improves dexterity 
while shirred elastic back keeps gloves in 
place. Premium grain cowhide is soft, warm, 
and breathable.

*Handmade in Pakistan by Pakistani women 
in their homes.

FEATURES
● Designed Specifically For Outdoor Use
● Self-Hemmed

SPECIFICATIONS

Classic Gloves

U XS SM/MD LG/XL

LENGTH 22,9 cm 24,1 cm 25,4 cm

WIDTH 9,5 cm 10,8 cm 12,1 cm

OLIVE
● XS: GDN-083
● S/M: GDN-020
● L/XL: GDN-021

NATURAL
● XS: GDN-082
● S/M: GDN-018
● L/XL: GDN-019

COGNAC
● XS: GDN-084
● S/M: GDN-034
● L/XL: GDN-035



G a r d e n i n g
HANDTOOLS



The Garden Trowel works quickly and 
comfortably through both soft soil and 
rough ground. Ideal for digging, turning 
and spreading soil, prepping beds, and 
planting seedlings. Constructed with an 
ergonomic, heat-treated stainless steel 
blade and comfortable walnut handle: a 
duo worthy and capable of a lifetime of 
use.

FEATURES
● Rust-resistant
● Heat-treated stainless steel
● Blade can be resharpened as needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● 34,3 x 7,6 x 5,1 cm
● 272 gr

Garden Trowel

Item no. 
Black: GDN-052
Ash Mint: GDN-675



The robust tines of the Cultivator rake 
through dense, rocky soil and remove 
weeds with ease. Its strong handle makes 
for comfortable clearing and grooming, 
while it’s stainless steel tines ensure years 
of heavy and efficient use.

FEATURES
● Rust-resistant
● Heat-treated stainless steel
● Blade can be resharpened as 

needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● 36,2 x 8,3 x 8,3 cm
● 362 gr

Cultivator

Item no. 
Black: GDN-090
Ash Mint: GDN-676



Plant. Weed. Cultivate. The Triangle 
Hoe is an ideal multi-purpose tool for 
both the novice and expert gardener 
alike. Use the pointed tip to quickly 
plant seeds and bulbs and to remove 
thick, grassy weeds in one smooth chop. 
Turn it on it’s side to scrape away 
invasive weeds and cultivate the soil 
around your key crops. Constructed 
with an ergonomic, heat-treated 
stainless steel blade and comfortable 
walnut handle: a duo worthy and 
capable of a lifetime of use.

FEATURES
● Rust-resistant
● Blade can be resharpened as 

needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● 33,6 x 15,2 x 10,2 cm
● 272 gr

Triangle Hoe

Item no. 
Black: GDN-091
Ash Mint: GDN-677 



This oversized garden scoop is your go-to 
tool when the trowel just won’t do. Ideal for 
quickly prepping beds and planting 
seedlings in both garden beds and plant 
containers, the Garden Scoop features a 
deep belly and high sides that prevent 
spilling. Constructed with an ergonomic, 
heat-treated stainless steel blade and 
comfortable walnut handle: a duo worthy 
and capable of a lifetime of use..

FEATURES
● Rust-resistant
● Blade can be resharpened as needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● 31,8 x 8,9 x 3,8 cm
● 181 gr

Garden Scoop

Item no. 
Black: GDN-092
Ash Mint: GDN-680



Need to remove stubborn, deep-rooted 
weeds? The Dandelion Weeding Fork will do 
the trick. This implement is intentionally 
designed to precisely and effectively pull out 
tough roots without disturbing surrounding 
soil and plants. Say goodbye to pesky 
dandelions and other unwelcome invasives. 
Constructed with an ergonomic, heat-
treated stainless steel blade and comfortable 
walnut handle: a duo worthy and capable of 
a lifetime of use.

FEATURES
● Rust-resistant
● Blade can be resharpened as needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● 31,1 x 2,5 x 5,1 cm
● 181 gr

Dandelion
Weeding Fork

Item no. 
Black: GDN-093
Ash Mint: GDN-679



Inspired by old world Japanese design, the 
Weeding Hoe offers unmatched dexterity and 
precision with a razor sharp edge that easily 
slices and removes weeds from just under the 
soil surface. Ideal for quickly severing the 
weed's root system effectively in your garden 
or flower beds. Constructed with an 
ergonomic, heat-treated stainless steel blade 
and comfortable walnut handle: a duo 
worthy and capable of a lifetime of use.

FEATURES
● Rust-resistant
● Blade can be resharpened as needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● 33 x 11,4 x 3,2 cm
● 181 gr

Japanese
Weeding Hoe

Item no. 
GDN-094 Black
GDN-678 Ash Mint



Cut through stubborn roots, break up tough, 
sun-baked clay, and prep earth of all 
conditions for nesting new greens. The 
Square Hoe’s heat-treated, stainless steel 
curved blade makes for easy trenching and 
soil care, while it’s gently-curved handle 
provides comfortable grip and movement 
for your hands and wrists.

FEATURES
● Rust-resistant
● Heat-treated stainless steel
● Blade can be resharpened as needed

SPECIFICATIONS
● 33 x 15,2 x 7 cm
● 362 gr

Square Hoe

Item no. 
Black: GDN-054



Timber Saw

Inspired by a traditional Japanese hand saw, 
the Timber Saw provides a quick, clean 
approach ideal for cutting smaller pieces of 
wood, cutting off branches, and pruning trees. 
While traditional hand saws rely on a pull-
push motion, the simple curved blade of the 
Timber Saw requires a push-strike motion. 
The result is an effective, safe, and fast cut.

FEATURES
● 10" Blade
● Flexible full-tang stainless steel
● Ergonomic and durable walnut handle
● Copper lanyard hole
● 900D polyester sheath with leather 

accent
● Reinforced with heavy-duty rivets
● Copper-finished snap closure

SPECIFICATIONS
● 40,6 x 8,9 x 3,2 cm
● 453 gr

Item no. GDN-074



Herb Harvest
+ Strip Tool

Herb harvesting scissors and herb stripper – all-in 
one!

This versatile pocket-sized implement will be your
go-to favorite, from harvesting in the patio herb
garden to kitchen prep.

Trim your herbs with the sharp scissor side and then
clear and strip greens- from rosemary to cilantro to
kale

Available in polished and tumbled steel

Item no. 
Tumbled: GDN-096
Polished: GDN-097

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.



Stirrup Hand 
Hoe

A new addition to our classic Garden Tools collection.

The Stirrup Hand Hoe uses a wiggling action to cut the
roots of weeds just under the surface of the soil.

Constructed with ergonomic, heat-treated stainless
steel blad and comfortable walnut handle. 

Item no. GDN-095

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.



Folding
Spading Fork

Lightweight, collapsible, and just plain tough. 
Scoop, lift, and toss hay or straw in the garden 
or on the farm.

The Manganese steel fork stays sharp, and the
durable beechwood handle fits comfortably
in hand. 

The Folding Spading fork is designed with an
easy-twist lock to collaps the head for more 
compact storage.  

Item no. HMS-2099

Rendering of product.
Final product is subject to change.



E x p l o r e  T h e  W i l d
KNIVES & BLADES COLLECTION



Splitting wood in the fresh mountain air 
has never been so satisfying. Swing the 
weighted head with ease as its wide angle, 
1055 high carbon steel split blade keeps its 
edge time after time. The 1/3” solid steel 
core through the hickory handle secures 
the head with a tightening hex bolt and 
connects it to the steel pommel end to help 
you maneuver easily around rooting
and trenching.

SPECIFICATIONS
● 60,3 x 27,9 x 5,7 cm
● 2177 gr

Pulaski Axe
Item no. HMS-2124



Inspired by iconic 19th-century forestry 
felling axes and built to deliver that 
perfect powerful swing. Lightweight 1055 
carbon steel head and hand-sharpened 
9,5 cm blade come together for smooth 
cutting precision. Designed to be super 
versatile, this premium axe does it all: 
clear limbs and brush, fell trees, drive a 
wedge, and process firewood. Durable 
59,7 cm curved hickory handle is well-
balanced, smooth, and comfortable in 
hand. Easily carry this axe from the 
backyard to the backcountry. Truly a 
high-quality tool that does the job that is 
required.

FEATURES
● 726 gr hand-sharpened 1055 

carbon steel head
● Rounded and sharpened 9,5 cm 

blade 
● Durable 59,7 cm curved hickory 

handle
● 900D polyester sheath

SPECIFICATIONS
● 59,7 x 15,2 x 2,5 cm
● 1179 gr

Felling Axe
Item no. HMS-2103



A tribute to a land rich with tradition, 
the Field Hatchet is rooted in heritage 
and enhanced by modern design. 
Crafted for precision, the blackened 
steel blade is complemented by the 
rich hickory handle. Lightweight and 
compact, it proves indispensable in 
fireside work and field games. 
Includes sheath. Handle and head can 
be reset.

FEATURES
● Utility-inspired design
● 10,2 cm cast 1055 carbon steel 

blade with rear hammer
● Hickory handle
● 900D polyester sheath
● Simple rehandling

SPECIFICATIONS
● Handle: 43,2 cm
● Blade: 10,2  x 8,9 cm
● Hammer: 2,5 x 3,2 cm
● 725 gr

Field Hatchet
Item no. HMS-2120



Lightweight, collapsible, and just plain 
tough. Break up bulky weeds, dig trenches 
for irrigation, or cover up campfire coals 
with our newly updated Folding Shovel. 
Stainless steel 3-position head stays sharp 
and accurate through hard and soft soil 
and allows for multiple working positions. 
Durable beechwood handle fits 
comfortably in hand and will last through 
years of use. Designed with an easy twist 
lock to collapse the head for more 
compact storage. Great for the backyard 
or as camping essential.

FEATURES
● Locking 3-way collar for multiple 

working positions
● Shovel, trenching, and storage 

positions
● Manganese steel blade
● Durable beechwood handle
● 900D polyester sheath included

SPECIFICATIONS
● Shovel extended: 97,2 x 20,3 x 5,7 

cm
● Shovel storage position: 76,8 x 20,3 

x 5,7 cm
● 1610 gr

Folding Shovel
Item no. HMS-2100



Clear brush, strip bark, plank wood, 
make kindling–all with one thoughtfully-
crafted tool.  Inspired by a traditional 
Japanese implement and constructed 
with heritage-quality materials, our 
Japanese Nata Tool unites versatile 
function and refined durability. The 
stainless steel blade and a solid steel core 
that extends through the length of the 
hardwood handle lend stability and 
greater swinging weight yet it still packs 
thin and light, making it an essential 
addition to any collection.

FEATURES
● 4CR13 Stainless Steel
● Vintage-inspired Japanese design
● 30,5 cm easy-sharpen blade
● Full stainless steel tang
● Walnut handle
● Timeless copper accents

SPECIFICATIONS
● 53,3 x 10,2 x 5,1 cm
● 907 gr

Japanese Nata 
Tool

Item no. HMS-2116



Item no. HMS-2126

Japanese Nata 
Hatchet

A nod towards the timeless design of Japanese 
implements, the Nata Hatchet is as handsome as 
it is functional. The easy-sharpen blade features 
5mm thick 4Cr14MoV full-tang stainless steel, 
ideal for all-around outdoor work. With a wide 
bevel and serious heft, this hatchet handles 
controlled chopping, kindling splitting, and 
trimming with ease. The extra-long edge makes 
it a go-to for pruning, debarking, and removing 
limbs. Durable, smooth hardwood walnut 
handle reduces vibration in hand and resists 
cracking over time. Intentional details like the 
copper lanyard ring elevate this hatchet to an 
impressive quality.  
Nata Sheath unites utility and design. Made of 
900D polyester with an interior liner, it 
weathers real-world use while protecting the 
blade from dulling. Stainless steel belt clip 
supports easy carrying and accessibility, while 
the strong handle strap restricts the blade from 
slipping or moving. Open-end allows for easy 
cleaning and prevents soil buildup, preserving 
the blade for years of continued use. 

FEATURES
● 4CR13 Stainless Steel
● Vintage-inspired Japanese design
● 30,5 cm easy-sharpen blade
● Full stainless steel tang
● Walnut handle
● Timeless copper accents

SPECIFICATIONS
● 40,6 x 9 x 2,5 cm
● 932 gr



FEATURES
● Traditional, utility-driven design
● 15,2 cm SK5 high carbon steel blade
● Thumb depress for comfortable 

handling
● Rich and durable walnut handle
● Waxed canvas sheath with timeless 

copper accent

SPECIFICATIONS
● 26,7 x 1,9 x 3,8 cm

An indispensable outdoorsman’s knife for 
wherever the journey takes you. The high carbon 
tempered steel blade, reinforced by a full tang, 
proves reliable and strong as you attend to the 
rituals of the outdoors from making fire to 
setting up shelter and foraging. Purposeful 
details
like an inlaid copper lanyard ring, waxed
canvas sheath, and belt clip create a
seamless experience and restore
your focus on the moment. 

No. 6 Field Knife
Item no. HMS-2118
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